
 

 

Superintendent / 

District Board seem 

very anti-WCA 

 

“the cost to Willow Creek is OUTLANDISHLY disrespectful 

and menacing!” 

 

“It is critical that sincere attempts to heal broken 

community relationships are made and that District Board 

members are committed to assuring the health and 

well-being of the children above all else.  This clearly hasn’t 

been the case.” 

 

Superintendent Itoco Garcia spends half the meetings on 

rhetoric and breathing exercises and avoids the actual 

work. He is not open to listening to the concerns of WCA 

 

He is holding WCA hostage by not funding critical positions 

and programs and this feels like a hostile take over. This is 

not good for any student. There needs to be a third party 

running this unification. Superintendent Garcia needs to sit 

down and listen 294 instead of spinning and wasting 

valuable time 

 

It really feels like it's politically driven & basically just the 

Destruction of Willow Creek Academy Process. 

 

I entered the Unification process with an open mind and 

high hopes but sadly the District has shown their lack of 

commitment and support— I have no trust in the current 

school board to care for all the kids . Their personal political 

agenda is blinding them to what matters. 

 

The district should be a strong advocate for both 

populations and it seems they are an advocate for one. In 

this context, old wounds don't heal and new ones are 

opened. not a very balanced process 

 

I think the school board is not listening to the community 

that elected them. They have made it clear that they really 

don't want to work with WCA and that their end goal is to 

close WCA, even though most of the students attend that 

school and love it 

 

The school board have not been honest throughout the 

process and I don't believe they represent the voice of the 

Bayside/MLK families 

 

[The School Board has] made it clear that they really don't 

want to work with WCA and that their end goal is to close 

WCA, even though most of the students attend that school 

and love it.  

 

You will never get the WCA parents on board for any district 

solution if their perception is to dismantle their school first, 

and then build up a public school that only talks about 

focusing on underserved people in Marin City 

 



Unfortunately, it has felt like the district and county-level 

leadership has a pre-set agenda that is influencing the 

unification process. It seems like decreasing the success or 

closing a charter school is the goal, rather than really 

seeing what an incredible gem of a school we have as a 

resource of all of the kids of our district. 

 

It should be an equal and respectful unification. Not a take 

over or a position of power over the other.  

 

The current School Board is trying to destroy WC by 

defunding it. Wrong! Doesn’t make sense. I’m disgusted. 

Why destroy a functional, viable school. 

 

Loss of jobs for Willow Creek Staff is concerning.  

 

Stop trying to destroy Willow Creek Academy! 

 

I hope that the school board respects all students, including 

those at Willow Creek. I am very disappointed in their 

blatant bias 

 

It feels like the only children being considered are the ones 

who attend MLK. There is a huge 314 group from WCA 

(residents from MC and Sausalito) whose best interest are 

of NO INTEREST to the folks who are heading up the 

unification process. It’s blatantly obvious and disappointing. 

 

I cannot condone the events that took place to form WCA. 

It's not a history I am proud of, but crushing Willow Creek 

until the unification takes place is NOT the solution. 

 

We do not have any time left--I have seen nothing but 

chaos in this district for my entire life. 

 

If the bad news and political games continue, there will be 

no foundation upon which to build this school. 

 

Honestly, the unification process has felt like a foil designed 

to make it look like input is being sought by WCA families 

so that box can be checked - when meanwhile the funding 

decisions and stance of the non-WCA parent District Board 

members makes it clear that their intention is to decimate 

our school - and that they plan to do so before a new school 

concept has been clarified, articulated, developed, or 

prepared to transition students.  

 

The Process lacks 

thoughtfulness, 

organization, and 

transparency. 

 

“…the process has been put forth without direction or 

structure….they aren’t focused with a specific goal….” 

 

“This process has felt in many ways backward and 

unorganized…” 

 

I believe this process to largely be an enormous time 

burden that will not result in a positive outcome.  

 



I feel like the progress of the school is now being deadened 

and there are quite a few children who will be worse off as 

a result. 

 

Unification, if it should move fwd, should be an incredibly 

thoughtful process. However, to date it feels rushed given 

the AG's findings around Bayside / MLK's segregation. 

 

I was hopeful in the beginning but it seems like this 

unification is mismanaged, fraught with coverups & lies and 

will lead to the SMSCD being completely dissolved. 

 

There has been very little communication that is making it 

to parents that can't make all of the meetings. Families are 

leaving WCA and the district because they don't know 

what's happening, and that will kill any efforts to build an 

exceptional school, and may make it difficult to meet the 

settlement terms 

 

I was thrilled to be part of the process. But the actual 

process started with predetermined groupings, and we were 

to asked choose one, most of 315 which the audience had 

no experience with, just a willingness to participate. The 

community had a lot of great energy and ideas, but no 

structure and no guidance, so there was a lot of reinventing 

the wheel 

 

What started out as a seemingly well-intentioned and 

inclusive process doesn't not seem to be yielding 

commiserate results. 

 

What is boldly missing for me is deep financial transparency 

that we all deserve. 

 

Desire for Equity “Willow Creek should receive same per pupil funding as 

other students in the District.” 

 

“All children in the District must be equitably educated.” 

 

each student should get the same resources and not favor 

one school over another 

 

Vision of the unified school should be clearly defined and a 

consensus should be sought around it. I do not feel there is 

such a consensus at the moment 

 

The school board needs to provide adequate funding to both 

schools during the unification process 

 

Starving Willow Creek of funding while we are in the 

process of unification will lead to the loss of valuable staff 

and families. That isn't a way to create a successful school 

 

Let's face it, the overwhelming admin budget for less than 

100 students in our District is ridiculous! 

 



Should happen more 

quickly 

I want this unification to happen and I want it to happen 

now. 

 

“There is no reason to wait 2-5 years to implement this.  It 

should simply be a matter of which campus supports which 

grades.” 

 

It should be done swiftly to avoid any more budget issues.  

 

Make it happen quickly. The correct path is clear and the 

anticipation of change will cause more grief than the efforts 

to clean up some mistakes for moving too quickly. 

 

The delay in a plan is disappointing. Caring, intelligent 

people have explored all the options. It is time to reset the 

goals on a single, supportive school that instills a growth 

mindset and allows each child to give their best effort. 

 

Merge with Mill 

Valley 

“…there are too many school districts in Marin, an that 

administrative streamlining can mean more money spent on 

teachers and students instead of overhead and infighting.” 

 

“Merge with Mill Valley at all costs.” 

 

I think the overhead of having a separate district for 1 or 

two schools is a waste of resources. We should fold into the 

Mill Valley school district 

 

The entire district should combine with Mill Valley. Having 

an entire district for 500 kids is inefficient. 

 

Unification Process is 

Inspiring Flight 

“I already know parents who are moving out of Sausalito 

because they’ve already started to see signs of Willow 

Creek beginning to fracture.” 

 

“I very much want my children to have that [public school] 

experience as well, but I have already started to 

contingency plan sending my kids to private school rather 

than risk them not getting a top notch education.” 

 

I am willing to pay the high cost of living to be in Sausalito 

because of the wonderful public education at WCA, 

however, the burden this process is placing on my family 

may drive us to move out of the area 

 

There is a perception that the School Board may not mind 

some attrition (from WCA) during this process, and that is a 

very dangerous perception, with long-term implications for 

our unified school 

 

This is a huge step backwards. Any family who can afford to 

leave most likely will.  

 

I fear unification will cause white flight and return to the 

pre-charter school effort to integrate Sausalito and Marin 

City 



 

If there is no public/charter K-8 school anymore in 

Sausalito, we and many other Sausalito families will leave 

town. 

 

We are losing a ton of students to private schools because if 

this mess. 

 

We will change schools if unification happens 

 

If willow creek closes, no Sausalito families will attend a 

campus in Marin city they will either move away or send 

their children to private schools like they did for decades 

 

It is clear that "white flight" has begun and will only 

intensify in the current situation. This trend will not help 

solve issues of segregation in the district. I do not believe 

WCA, or the WCA parents who are in-district taxpayers, 

have been 310 treated in good faith. 

 

…would not be open to change of campus location for my 

middle-schoolers; disappointed/concerned about 

changes/cuts to Spanish, Arts, Music, Kitchen; want to 

support WCA entirely; will consider changing schools if key 

programs like the above are cut. 

 

 

We need to grapple with the issues of family flight, 

governance, leadership and finances. So far those issues 

have been entirely or largely ignored. 

 

Our district is losing families every week. There is no way to 

stop this. When a district board makes it clear that they 

have no responsibility to most of the kids in their district, 

what’s a parent to do? 

 

We would consider leaving if middle school was moved to 

Marin City. I imagine many people in Sausalito prefer not to 

move their kids out of the WCA campus. 

 

Without engagement of the district with the board of WCA 

to figure out how to manage the interim situation before 

unification, in a way that keeps families in our school 

community, there will be further flight from the district. 

 

This weekend, we lost another round of involved WCA 

families from the District - driven to private schools 

because how this has been handled. The WCA funding 

decisions were the nail in the coffin for them - feeling that 

our district does not care about its students - rather would 

prefer to optimize for district politics, hidden agendas, and 

old vendettas, while our kids sit in the crosshairs 

 

Our WCA lower grades are being decimated - with kids 

leaving the district. My daughter's 22 student second grade 

class is down to 15 this week. 



 

If WCA can't offer a robust school program next year during 

this transition period to a unified vision, then half or more 

of the families will leave. 

 

We need to keep people at both schools here as we 

transition to ONE unified school the following year 

 

Stop calling me a 

racist.  

I for one contribute generously so that my daughter can 

attend a truly diverse school and yet by extension I feel as 

though they have gone out of their 

way to label me a racist. 

 

Lack of confidence in 

Board’s leadership 

Their agenda is a horrible waste of peoples time and money 

and I fear it will set community schools back for the 

foreseeable future. I certainly have zero confidence in their 

leadership. 

 

I'm very concerned that the District Board is squandering 

the goodwill and hard work contributed by our community. 

 

Their agenda is a horrible waste of peoples time and money 

and I fear it will set community schools back for the 

foreseeable future. I certainly have zero confidence in their 

leadership 

 

I have ABSOLUTELY NO confidence in the Board, and very 

little confidence in other proxy participants that they can 

demonstrate the leadership or vision to give this community 

the marquis, transcendent school that it deserves. 

 

The school board have not been honest throughout the 

process and I don't believe they represent the voice of the 

Bayside/MLK families. 

They have made this a political fight that has nothing to do 

with the kids and everything to do with closing a charter 

school in Marin County. 

 

Right now there is no trust in this process and that any/all 

community meetings (desegregation, unification, 

courageous conversation) are just a checklist to justify the 

inevitable politically driven district structure. 

 

This board has ruined Bayside/MLK schools for generations 

and now it has divided our community. Disband it and come 

up with a better way to govern our schools. 

 

The SMCSD has proven itself ineffective. The best route is 

any that reduces its influence, be it merging with Mill Valley 

or operating a charter school where operations and budget 

management are primarily handled by a group other than 

the school board 

 

Unfortunately, through the actions and words of the school 

board and supervisor, I have lost a lot of faith in the 



process and their true intentions for addressing the needs 

of ALL students in our district. 

 

No clear path to unification has been shown by the board, 

and no real show of good faith has been extended. I 

absolutely think that Bayside students should and can be 

lifted up, but it doesn't need to be at the detriment of 

Willow Creek. The way the board is proceeding is 

undermining the unification process. 

 

I'm losing faith in our superintendent- I don't believe he 

intends to follow-through with unification. It seems that 

there is a hidden agenda to ultimately dissolve WCA 

 

the District is forcing the unification and holding WCA 

funding hostage until they comply 

 

 

I am very disappointed in the current School Board, their 

lack of transparency, and their withholding of funds until 

there is a unification plan. It makes for hostile negotiations 

and an unequal negotiating field when one school that has 

so much more political clout and public funding, despite the 

number of students it serves. 

 

The unification process has been extremely biased, with a 

pre-determined outcome, and will ultimately be 

self-defeating. The goal of "unification" may be achieved by 

this brute-force process, but the principal motivation, that 

of desegregation, will remain a fleeting illusion. 

 

Sadly, I do not have faith that the AG, the Marin CBOE, the 

District Administration or the SMCSD Board have the insight 

or the will to achieve the stated goals. Instead, the nose 

will be cut off to spite the face. 

 

This process is not as it seems. The board just going 

through the motions at state’s request all along with a 

hidden agenda. Too many closed door sessions. An 

acknowledged lack of responsibility to 80% of the kids in 

the district. Not listening to the Marin City parents and what 

they really want. Not listening to the parents in SAUSALITO 

and what they want.  

 

The District Board is in control and has a long history of 

failure and waste. Putting more students under their control 

puts more students at risk. Unification will only succeed if 

guided by leadership with a proven record of success. WCA 

has that, the District board does not 

 

There should be a 

better school for all 

kids 

I prefer to maintain a project based curriculum and the 

creativity of the charter model but I would like to see all 

teachers paid union levels and STRS eligibility. 

 

Keep the best interest of all students at the heart of the 

unification. 



 

Unification makes so much sense, and would ensure that all 

students in the district are provided the same educational 

opportunities and are entitled to the same funding. 

 

I am not certain the Marin County Board of Education has 

carefully studied these communities and the needs of both 

schools. By uniting the schools, it will not be the answer for 

no child left behind. We must make both schools fine 

schools 

 

I am furious that my taxes aren't going to support ALL 

children in the District equally. Now 

WCA is having to fundraise just to make their basic lunch 

programs and after school 

programs work for their more than 200 students that need 

these programs to survive. 

 

I think it is outrageous, and likely unconstitutional, that 

excess basic-aid tax revenue, to which my property taxes 

contribute, are not shared with WCA and do not benefit my 

children who are enrolled there. 

 

I hope that the eventual unification plan gives all students 

in the district equal opportunity to achieve academic 

success. 

 

The school needs to work to the highest denominator, not 

the lowest and bring the children up to that standard within 

a safe environment 

 

I think combining the two schools is a good idea, but I 

recognize that the problem will be who has control and 

decision making - the board of Willow Creek or the elected 

school board. They will need to work together. The end 

result should always be that all of the students get the 

opportunity to have great educations. 

 

Do this right or don’t 

do it at all / don’t 

rush. 

There are many examples of charters and magnates in 

various communities that have become cornerstones for 

progress, pride and achievement. If we can't accomplish 

that turnaround with this unification, then I don't believe its 

worth the trouble 

 

Recognize that to do it right it will takes at least a couple of 

years, so don’t rush it and DO continue to find all kids 

currently in the system, including the almost 80% at WCA 

 

Unification, if it should move fwd, should be an incredibly 

thoughtful process. However, to date it feels rushed given 

the AG's findings around Bayside / MLK's segregation. 

 

Unification will take many years to accomplish. It cannot be 

a knee jerk rush based on AGA deadlines. 

 



If you intend for this new district structure to serve ALL 

students, tell us how. Right now all we hear is how many 

district funded programs have been created with the excess 

school funds revenue. Most of us think this is great and 

appropriate, but not at the expense of dismantling WCA to 

benefit 20% of the district students. 

 

It feels both rushed and yet moving to slow to mitigate 

fears. 

 

For these, and other reasons too numerous to describe 

here, I think the unification process should be re-structured 

immediately 

 

Not a great idea, UNLESS you can figure out how to turn 

around the failing public school system 

 

WCA and/or the 

voices of the 

community are not 

being heard 

The way WCA's voice is being ignored is creating distrust in 

the unification process and will lead to adverse outcomes. 

 

I think the school board is not listening to the community 

that elected them. 

 

The process has been so contrived/artificial. It's not meant 

to have real engagement with those attending the 

unification meetings.  

 

. I don’t feel the WCA voice is being ATTENDED To (I know 

we are “HEARD”). Stabilization of enrollment will require 

leadership courage, not just community engagement. 

 

Would like to see unification happen in a way that is charter 

friendly 

 

As an affluent, white, involved WCA parent and taxpayer, I 

do not feel I actually have a voice in this process 

 

Please add my email to be notified of all future unification 

meetings currently I've been notified of zero (not good!:\) 

 

The SMCSD board needs to start respecting and listening to 

all families and begin realizing that they are elected to do 

so. 

 

WCA should be the 

model 

If the District truly wants to unify, it should adopt the 

model of WCA at the start. It is a successful, multi cultural 

environment that emphasizes respect and human rights. 

 

The Marin City school will not work for WCA parents or 

students. If there are two schools split between grades it 

will be a complete failure within 5 years!! 

 

I also would like to give a plug for K-8 school, rather than 

creating a separate middle school 

 



As far as overarching structure for the school, I am in favor 

of a single school at the WCA campus because it makes 

sense to ingest the smaller group into the bigger group to 

lessen complications in logistics 

 

Lastly, although I am very supportive of all of the kids of 

the district getting to go to school together, I do feel that 

the Charter structure and having our own WCA Board has 

been a key to the success of the school. I wouldn't be 

supportive of the dismantling of this leadership structure 

 

If there are not enough families who want their children to 

attend Bayside to make it cost-effective to operate two 

schools, then WCA should absorb all the MCSD students. 

 

I would support unification ONLY IF Bayside/MLK is open to 

integrating the successful practices already employed by 

WCA - project-based learning, responsive classroom, etc. 

etc. 

 

I do generally like the rules and approach at WCA and 

since the performance of that school is much greater than 

Bayside, why not a adopt the WCA 

model for all students in the district and have an 

elementary school at one location and a middle school at 

the other? 

 

Need to retain the white population that returned to district 

because of the tolerant, nonviolent, restorative-justice 

culture of WCA. Don’t need to retain charter structure or 

separate WCA board. Should combine schools on WCA 

campus in short term (next school year!), convert all to 

union, absorb Bayside/MLK into WCA, and revamp Marin 

City campus for middle school / 94965-community center in 

long term. 

 

Families seem to be voting with their feet because WCA 

seems like the more popular choice even though it gets 

lower per pupil funding. Why not send all children there and 

expand the budget/programs for all district pupils? 

 

Keep the WCA education model. Replace the BMLK 

education model. 

 

It took years of hard work to get WCA thriving with the 

model it uses today. It could be even better and can 

educate all the children in the district with the proper 

funding and facility additions. 

 

I think it's important to really see WCAs successes and 

incorporate them into whatever the unification looks like. 

 

Keep the charter school model. It is the only thing I have 

seen work effectively in this district. 

 



A unified school should move forward with a plan that is 

similar to the one currently in place at WCA  

 

We must retain key WCA educational programs and stem 

the loss of families 

 

Because this district is so uniquely diverse, I firmly believe 

that a public charter school format would be most beneficial 

to all students in the district 

 

I believe that Willow Creek Academy has many foundational 

qualities that we should be building on. It would be a real 

devastation and shame put upon our community to see the 

years of progress and hard work that has shaped the WCA 

educational system torn apart. 

 

Right now, WCA is a great school, but it could be 

exceptional if the district improves upon what we have 

already achieved. The students at Bayside MLK are 

suffering due to district mismanagement. It is not fair to 

any of us, especially those students and parents. WCA 

needs to accept all Bayside MLK students with open arms. 

 

Impact on Sausalito 

community. 

What is going on in the SMCSD will HURT the town of 

Sausalito for years to come. It’s a complete shame that the 

children stem to loose the most due to the myopic 

thoughtless process of a few individuals. THE BOARD 

SHOULD BE COMPLETELY ASHAMED OF WHAT THEY HAVE 

DONE TO THE SCHOOL SYSTEM IN SAUSALITO. 

 

That this unification will really really hurt the kid families of 

Sausalito and therefor hurt community OF Sausalito. The 

kids are our future not what was in the past...  

 

I am very distressed to see the funding cuts at Willow 

Creek. Willow Creek is responsible for so many wonderful 

families who have moved into Sausalito and enriched the 

community. 

 

What is going on in the SMCSD will HURT the town of 

Sausalito for years to come.  

 

Unification will unify 

our community.  

Having ONE unified district is a perfect way to build a 

unified community across 94965 for all our children 

 

I think it would be positive for the community to unify both 

schools. 

 

The community could be strengthened through this 

unification, but it feels like the board is more intent on 

winning than on unifying 

 

A unified, highly functioning school that activates parents 

participation in the school and in the community could be 

the saving grace for the Marin City Community, (fostering 

aware, committed and politicized residents), who are 



engaged in the battle to save the housing their ancestors 

fought to have built), and are 308 ultimately a solid 

example of leadership and excellence for many school 

districts. 

 

I am hoping that the Marin City/Sausalito School District 

can get past the years of conflict, hard feelings, random 

changes and bias on all sides, different naturally, and really 

put together a wonderful new enlightened environment 

where all students can thrive to and above their ability! 

 

The unification 

process is inspiring 

insecurity and lack of 

confidence.  

The process is creating a great sense of instability and 

insecurity among teachers and staff, families, and most 

horribly - the kids themselves 

 

The big picture and the hard questions were not and have 

not been addressed- what would a unified school look like, 

and where would it be and would it be a charter school or a 

traditional school and how would it be governed, how would 

the classrooms and teachers and union issues be addressed 

and how would it be financed? There is still no transparency 

for the lay person to understand the district budget (even 

the board complains about this). 

 

I can’t help but feel that the end is predetermined by Ms 

Mares and Dr Itoco and we are being used to show 

“community participation” 

 

There were several well known, engaged Marin City 

community members who walked out saying the process 

was “too contrived”. I heard many parents complain. 

 

80% of the district has chosen a charter school for their 

education to which the district has openly said it has no 

fiduciary responsibility, and the path thus far 

DEMONSTRATED has been to financially decimate the 

charter school, repatriate the dollars to the district, put on a 

show of community engagement for the monitor and the 

AG, and in the end, I fear a CONSOLIDATION, not a 

UNIFICATION 

 

It is important to communicate NOW (mid January) to 

parents what the new vision and timeline is for a unified 

school to keep as many families as possible in our town. I 

 

Anti unification or 

other solutions. 

DO NOT AGREE with unification, because WCA is a good 

school, my kids get the best education, they excel in 

everything and MLK is in very low ranking school and this is 

why our family disagree 

 

I feel it is absolutely imperative that the unified school 

remains a charter school. It should be run by a diverse 

governing board. NOT the Sausalito Marin City School 

District 

 



My preferred solution would involve focusing on K-5 

education in-district and negotiating an agreement that has 

students in grades 6-8 attend Mill Valley Middle School. 

 

I would like to see the Marin City campus as an auxiliary 

campus that would offer more specialized 

cultural/community based learning (maybe ESL classes?). I 

could see a specialty campus there for our children and 

adults to learn about the 306 Arts and potentially have after 

school programs for art, dance, tech, design 

 

Forced consolidation on the district's terms is a non-starter 

 

If the unified school recommendation remotely resembles 

closing the WCA charter in one school in favor of anything 

else, it will be rejected. 

 

Keep both schools separate. 

 

Put the past aside 

and work together 

The district needs to uphold their obligations to the 

community and the tax base that funds the school. we have 

a wonderful community and parents trying to engage 

constructively with this process. time to let go of the past 

and work together. 

 

We have a wonderful, diverse community full of families of 

every ethnicity and background. Together we can build one 

school, with two campuses that could be an example to the 

World! 

 

Let's do it together! One school either at WCA or Bayside 

MLK campus. Or split elementary at one, middle school at 

other. I prefer all at one campus and FINALLY having a 

community 

center at other campus (either one). 

 

That the children of 94965 should be the focus 

 

Please put the kids first and unify the two institutions for 

the better of their education. 

 

Unification won't be possible until we stop putting in people 

minds that this is a war, "black vs. white", "poor vs. rich" , 

etc., because that is not true. 

 

 


